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FIGURE 12.4 z
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quasiconvex. As you can verify, it also saqsfies the condition for (nonstrict) quasi convex-
ity, but fails the condition forquasiconcaviiy. What distinguishes Fig. 12.3c is the presence
ofa horizontal line segment Mil N", wherelall the points have the same height. As a result,
that line segment-and hence the entire cutve-can only meet the condition for quasicon-
cavity, but not strictquasiconcavity.

Generally speaking, a quasiconcave function that is not also concave has a graph roughly
shaped like a bell, or a portion thereof, and aquasiconvex function has a graph shaped like an
inverted bell, or a portioRthereof. On the bell, it is admissible (though not required) to have
both concave and convex segments. This more permissive nature of the characterization
makes quasiconcavity (quasiconvexity) a weaker condition than concavity (convexity). In
Fig. 12.4, we contrast strict concavity against strict quasiconcavity forthe two-variable case.
As drawn, both surfaces depict increasing fubctions, as they contain only the ascending por-
tions of a dome and abell, respectively. The ~urface in Fig. l2.4a is strictly concave, but the
one in Fig. 12.4b is certainly not, since it co*tains convex portions near the base of the bell.
Yet it is strictly quasiconcave; all the arcs on ithe surface, exemplified by MN and M' N', sat-
isfy the condition that all the points on each arc between the two end points are higher than the
lower end point. Returning to Fig. l2.4a, we s~ould note that the surface therein is also strictly
quasiconcave. Although we have not drawn apy illustrative arcs MN and M'N' in Fig. l2.4a,
it is not difficult to check that all possible arcs do indeed satisfy the condition for strict.quasi-
concavity. In general, a strictly concave func~on must bestrictlyquasiconcave, although the
converse is not true. We shall demonstrate thJs more formally in the paragraphs that follow.

Algebraic Definition I
The preceding geometric characterization c~ be translated into an algebraic definition for
easier generalization to higher-dimensional ~ases:

A fun " I " { quasiconcavectlon IS .
quasI convex

domain off, and for 0 < e < 1,
iff, for any p~r of distinct points u and v in the (convex-set)

f(v) ~ f(u) ~ j[Out (1 -O)v] { ~ f(U)
}:;:f(v) (12.20)
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To adapt this defmitionto strictquasiconcavity and quasiconvexity,thetwoweak inequal-
ities on the right should be changed into strict inequalities .{: j~~j}. You may find it

instructive to compare (12.20) with (11.20).
From this defInition, the following three theorems readily follow. These will be stated

in terms of a function f(x), where x can be interpreted as a vector of variables,
x = (Xl, ..., xn).

Theorem I (negative of a function) If f(x) is quasiconcave (strictly quasiconcave),
then -f(x) is quasiconvex (strictly quasiconvex).

~

Theorem II (concavity versus quasiconcavity) Any concave (convex) function is qua-
siconcave (quasiconvex), but the converse is not true. Similarly, any strictly concave
(strictly convex) function is sttictlyquasiconcave (strictly quasiconvex),but the converse is
not true.

~

Theorem ill (linear function) If f(x) is a linear function, then it is quasi concave as
well as quasiconvex.

Theorem I follows from the fact that multiplying an inequality by -1 reverses the sense
of inequality. Let f(x) be q~iconcave, with f(v) ::: f(u). Then, by (12.20), f[9u +
(1 -9)v] ::: j(u).As far as ~e function -f(x) is concerned, however, we have (aftermul-
tip lying the two inequalities ttlrough by -1) -f(u) ::: -f(v) and -f[8u +(1 -8)v] :::
-f(u). Interpreting -f(u) ~ the height of point N, and -f(v) as the height of M ,we see
that the function -f(x) sati~fies the condition for quasi convexity in (12.20). This proves
one of the four cases cited in Theorem I; the proofs for the other three are similar.

For Theorem II, we shall only prove that concavity implies quasi concavity. Let f(x) be
concave. Then, by {11.20),

f[8u ,+ (1 -8)v] ::: 9f(u) + (1 -8)f(v)

Now assume that f(v) ~ f(u); then any weighted average of f(v) and f(u) cannotpossi-
bly be less thanf(u),i.e.,

-
E>

.I 8f(u) + (1 -8)f(v) ?:. j(u)

Combining these two results, we find that, by transitivity,

f[eu +(1 -e)v] ?:. f(u) for f(v) ?:. f(u)

which satisfies the definition of quasiconcavity in (12.20). Note, however, that the condi-,;tion for quasiconcavity cann~t guarantee concavity. i

Once Theorem llis establ~shed, Theorem III follows immediately.
a linear function is both condave and convex, though not strictly so.
a linear function must also lie both quasiconcave and quasiconvex, though

In the case of concave ~d convex functions, there is a useful theorem to the
that the sum of concave (q:onvex) functions is also concave (convex),
this theorem cannot be geperalized to quasiconcave and quasi convex functions.
instance, a sum of two q~siconcave functions is not necessarily quasi concave
Exercise 12.4-3).
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U=(U"... ...,Vn) in the domain,

r tjj(u)(Vj -Uj)
j=l

I n

ji L jj(v)(Vj -Uj)
, j=)

where jj =8 J / 8x j, to be evaluated at U or v as the case may be.

Again, for strict quasiconcavity andquasiconvexity, the weak inequality on the right shoUld
be changed to the strict inequality> O.

Finally, if a function z = I(x" ..., xn) is twice continuously differentiable, quasicon-
cavity and quasiconvexity can be checked by means of the first and second partial deriva-
tivesof the function, arranged into the bordered determinant

0 Ii h ...In
II I) ~ il2 ...fin

IB I = h hi 122 ...12n

In In.! In2 ...Inn

, Un) and V = (VI,

f(v) ~ f(u) ::;. ~o (12.22')

i~

\(;\'
(12.23)

~

0
IB21 = !I

f,
VI
hI
(."

h
/12
122

1 0
IB11= 11

-' I'IijI(
IBnl = IB.f (12.24)

to characterize the configuration of that function.
We shall state here two conditions; one is l1cecessary, and the other is sufficient. Both relate

to quasiconcavity on a domain consisting only of the nonnegative orthant (the n-dimensional
analog of the nonnegative quadrant), that is, with XI, ..., Xn ::::: O. t

Forz = f(x}, ..., xn) to be quasiconcave on the nonnegative orthant, it is necessary that

IB) I ;5.(). IB2/ ?: 0, (12.25)
wherever the partial derivatives are evaluated in the nonnegative orthant.

t Whereas concavity (convexity) of a function on a 'convex domain can always be extended to

concavity (convexity) over the entire space, quasiconcavity and quas.iconvexity cannot. For
instance, our conclusions in Examples 1 and 2 will not hold if the variables are allowed to take
negative values. The two conditions given here are based on Kenneth j. Arrow and Alain C.
Enthoven, "Quasi-Concave Programming," Econometrica, October 1961, p. 797 (Theorem 5),
and Akira Takayama, Analytical Methods in Economi~, University of Michigan Press, 1993, p. 65
(Theorem 1 .12).

.I
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A sufficient condition forfto bestrictlyquasiconcave on the nonnegative orthant is that

< } 0 Of . { odd 1 n IS

> evenIB11 <0, IB2l >0, IBnl.{ (12.26)

wherever the partial derivatives are evaluated in the nonnegative orthant.

Note that the condition IB,I ~ 0 in (12.25) is automatically satisfied because fB,1 = -/,2;
it is listed here only for the sake of symmetry. So is the condition jEll < 0 in (12.26).

The function z = f(X1, Xv = Xl X2 (XlI X2 ?: 0) is quasiconcave (d. Example 2). We shall now
check this by (12.22'). let u = (41, uv and v = (V1, Vv be any two points in the domain.
Then f(u) = U1 U2 and f(v) = v1 "2. Assume that

Example 4

f(v)::::.f(u) or v,V2::::.U,U2 (V"V2,U"U2::::'O) (12.27) Exal
Since the partial derivatives of , are '1 = X2 and '2 = Xl, (12..22') amounts to the condition
that

f1 (U)(V1 -U.1) + fz(u)(vz -uz) = uz( v, -U1} + u, (vz -uz)::::;O

or, upon rearrangement,

Ui2(Vl -Ul) ?:. Ul (U2 -Vv (12.28)
We need to consider four possibilities regarding the values of u, and U2. First, if u, =

U2 = 0, then (1.2.28) is trivially satisfied. Second, if u, = o but U2> 0, then (12.28) reduces
to the condition U1V' ~ 0, which is again satisfied since U2 and v, are both nonnegative.
Third, if u, > o and U2 = 0, then (12.28) reduces to the condition o ~ -u, V2, which is still
satisfied. Fourth and last, suppose that u, and U2 are both positive, so that v, and V2 are also
positive. Subtracting V2 u, from both sides of (12.27), we obtain

(12.29)V2(Vl -U,) ~ U,.(U2 -V2)

Three subpossibilities now present themselves:
d"1. If Ul = \11, then Vl ~ ul.ln fact,we should have Vl > Ul since (Ul, uz) and (Vl, Vl) are IS-

tinct points. The fact that Ul = Vl and Vl > Ul implies that condition {12.28) is satisfied.
2. Iful > Vl, then we must also have Vl > Ul by (12.29). Multiplying both sides of (12.29)

by Ul/Vl, we get

J
U2 ~U2(V, -U,) ~ -U (U2 -V2) > U,(U2 -Vv
V2

[ .U2 1since- >
V2

Cl 2.30)

Thus (12.28) is again satisfied.
3. The final subpossibility is that Uz < Vz, implying that uz/vz is a positive fraction. In

this case, the first line of (12.30) stil) holds. The second line also holds, but now for a dif-
ferent reason: a fraction {uz/vz} of a negative number (uz -vz)is greater
number itself.
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f, =X2 f2 = x,

the relevant leading principal minors turn out to be

~.1'= f22 = 0 f12 = fn =1

0 X2 X,
0 X2

1 =~X~5:0 IBit= X2 0 1X2 0 X, 1 0.]81.1= = 2x, Xl ?; 0

Thus (12.25) is indeed satisfied. Note, however, that the sufficient condition (12.26) is
satisfied only over the positive orthant.

Exampl~ 5

0
gl
gz

gn

g2
Z12
Z22

Zn2 .

'HI =

f~

Znn I

in two ways: (1) the border elements in IBlare the first-order partial derivatives of function
frather than g; and (2) the remaining ele~ents in IBI are the second-order partial deriva-
tives of f rather than the Lagrangian function Z. However, in the special case of a linear
constraint equation, g(Xj, ..., Xn) = ajXj:+ ...+ anXn = c~a case frequently encoun-
tered in economics (see Sec. l2.5)-.,Zij re~ucestofij. For then the Lagrangian function is

Z = !(Xj, ..., xn) +I),,(c -ajXj anxn)

so that

andZj =jj -Aaj Zi]=k

fx = OXO-lyh fy = bX°yh-l

f (01) o-2..b f f b o-l..b-l f b(b 1) 0 b-2xx = 0 -x y xy = yx = 0 x y yy = -x y

Thus the leading principal minors of 181 have the following signs:

18.,f= 1 0 fx l = _(OXO-l yh)2io
fx fxx

0 fx fy
1821= fx fxx fxy = [2ifif-0(0-1)if-ifb(b-1)]x30-2yb-2 >0

fy fyx fry

This satisfies the sufficient condition for strict quasiconcavityin (12.26).

A Further Look at the Bordered Hessian
The bordered determinant lEI, as defined in (12.23), differs from the bordered Hessian

gl
Zn

.;~:
gn

Zln
Z2n
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FIGUTurningto the borders, we note that the linear constraint function yields the first derivative
gj = aj.Moreover, when the first-order condition is satisfied, we have ZL = jj -Aaj = 0,
so that jj = Aaj, or jj = Agj. Thus the borderinlBI is simply that oflH! mUltiplied by a
positive scalar A.. By factoring out A successively from the horizontal and vertical borders
oflHI (see Sec. 5.3, Example 5), w~have

2 -
I IBj=AIHj

Consequently, in the linear-constrai4tcase, the two bordered determinants always possess
the same sign at the stationary pointiofZ. By the same token, the leading principal minors
lEi I and IHi I {i = .1, ..., n) must al$O share the same sign at that point. It then follows that
if the bordered determinant I B I satisfies the sufficient condition for strict quasi concavity in
(12.26), the bordered Hessian [HI ~ust then satisfy the second-order sufficient condition
for constrained maximization in Table .12.1.

Absol.ute versus Rel.ative Extrema
A more comprehensive picture of the relationship between quasi concavity and second-
order conditions is presented in Fig. 12.6. (A suitable modification will adapt the figure for
quasiconvexity.) Constructed in the same spirit-and to be read in the same manner-as
Fig. 1.1;5, this figure relates quasiconcavity to absolute as well as relative constrained max-
ima of a twice-differentiable functiqnz = f(x.1, ...,xn).The three ovals in the upper part
summarize the first- and second-ordbr conditions for a relative constrained maximum. And
the Tectangles in the middle colunm, like those in Fig. 11.5, tie the concepts of relative
maximum, absolute maximum, and unique absolute maximum to one another.

But the really interesting information are those in the two diamonds and the elongated
::} symbols passing through them. The one on theiefttells us that, once the first-order con-
dition is satisfied, and if the two proyisos listed in the diamond are also satisfied, we have a
sufficient condition for an absolute qonstrained maximum. The first proviso is that the func-
tionf be explicitlyquasiconcave-i new term which we must hasten to define.

A quasiconcave function f is explicitly quasiconcave if it has the further property that

f(v) > f(u) ::} f[8u +(l -8)v] >fiu)
This defining property means that ~henever a point on the surface, f ( v), is higher than an-
other, f(u), then all theintermedia1(e points-the points on the surface lying directly above
line segment uv in the domain-ntust also be higher than f(u).What such a stipulation
does is to rule out any horizontal plane segments on the surface except fora plateau at the
top of the surface. t Note that the condition for explicit quasiconcavity is not as strong as the
condition for strict quasiconcavity, since the1atterrequires f[8u + (1 -8)v] > f(u) even
for f( v) = f( u), implying that nonhorizontal plane segments are ruled out, too} The other

t Let the surface contain a horizontal plane segment P such that f(u) E P and f(v) ~ P. Then those
intermediate points that are located on P will be of equal height to f(u), thereby violating the first

proviso.~ Let the surface contain a slanted plane segment P' such that f(u) = f(v) are both located on pi,
Then all the intermediate points will also be on P' and be of equal height to f(u), thereby violating
the cited requirement for strict quasiconcavity.
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absolute constrained maximum is still ensured. But this time that absolute constrained
maximum must also be unique, since the abseryceof any plane segment anywhere on the
surface decidedly precludes the possibility of~ltiple constrained maxima.

EXERCISE 12.4
1. Draw a strictly quasi concave curve z= f (x) which 1S

(0) also quasiconvex (d) not concave
(b) not quasiconvex (e) neither concave nor convex
(c) not convex (f) both concave and convex

2. Are the following functions quasiconcave? Strictly so? First check graphically, and then
algebraically by (12.20). Assume that x ~ O. !
(0) f(x) = 0 (b) f(x) = 0 +bx(b > 0) i (c) f(x) = 0 + cx2 (c < 0)

3. (0) Let z = f(x) plot as a negatively sloped qurve shaped like the right half of a bell in
the first quadrant, passing through the points (0, 5), (2, 4), (3, 2), and (5, 1). Let
z = g(x) plot as a pos!.tively sloped 450 .li~e. Are f(x) and g(x) quasiconcave?

(b) Now plot the sum f(x) + g(x). Is the surtl function quasiconcave?
4. By examining their graphs, and using (12.21), check whether the following functions

are quasiconcave, quasiconvex, both, or nei~er;
(0) f(x) = x3 -2x (b) f(Xl, XV =6Xl -~X2 {c) f(Xl, xv = X2 -In Xl

5. (0) Verify that a c.ubic function z = ox3 + b~!2 + cx+d is in general neither quasicon-
cave nor quaslconvex. '

(b) .Is 1t possible to impose restrictions on t~eparameterssuch that the function be-
comes both quasiconcave and quasiconltex for x ~ O? i

6. Use (12.22) to check z = x2(x~ 0) for quasi~oncavity and quasiconvexity. ,y:;~
, "'i",

7. Show that z = xy(x,y ~ 0) is not quasicon~ex. c;:t,~j
, "':',,~

8. Use bordered determinants to check the fqllowing functions for quasiconcavity a~94:J..""co,,.'quaslconvexlty.','"f~" .,C?"",.
(0) Z = _X2 -y2 (x, y> 0) (b) z = -(~ + 1)2 -(y + 2)2 (x, Y > 0) "i~~

Lbject to

xP." 

+y~v = B

The maximization of a utility function was citdd in Sec. 12.1 as an example of constrained
optimization. Let us now reexamine this prob,em in more detail. For simplicity, we shall,still allow our hypothetical consumer the choic4ofonly twogoods,.' ,

tinuous, positive marginal-utility functions. "J1Pe prices of both goods are -!,
mined, hence exogenous, although in this sectipn we shall omit the zero subscript from the,
price symbols. If the purchasing power of the consumer is a given amount B (for
the problem posed will be that of maximizing ~ smooth utility (index) function

U =U(x,Y) i(U.t, ~v > 0)
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The consumer also faces an environmental constraint on her total output of both
goods, The environmental constraint is given by x + y ~ 20,
(0) Write out the Kuhn-Tucker first-order conditions.
(b) Find the consumer's optimal x a~d y. Identify which constraints are binding.

3. An electric company is setting upa power plant in aforeign country, and it has to plan its
capacity, The peak-period demand for power is given by P, = 400 -0, and the off-peak
demand is given by P2 = 380 -02. ~he variable cost is 20 per unit (paid jn both mar-
kets) and capacity costs 10 per unit \'o{hich is only paid once and is used in both periods.
(0) Write out the Lagrangian and Kuhn-Tucker conditions for this problem.
(b) Find the optimal outputs and capacity for this problem.
(c) How much of the capacity is paid for by each market (i..e., what are the values of)"

and ).2)? '
(d) Now suppose capacity cost is 30 cents per unit (paid only once). Find quantities,

capacity, and how much of the capacity is paid for by each market (i.e.,)., and ).2).

The Kuhn-Tucker Sufficiencx Theorem: Concave Programming
In classical optimization problems, thl! sufficient conditions for maximum and minimum
are traditionally ex~ressed in terms oft e signs ofsecond-orderde~i~atives or differentials.
As we have shown In Sec. 11..5, howev r, these second-order conditIons are closely related
to the concepts of concavity and conv xity of the objective function. Here, in nonlinear
programming, the sufficient conditions Fan also be stated directly in terms of concavity and
convexity. And, in fact~ these c?nceptsl will be applied not only to the objective function
j(.t) but to the constraInt functions g'(~) as well.

IFor the maximization problem, Kuhp and Tucker offer the following statement of suffi-
cient conditions (sufficiency theorem): i

Given the nonlinear programming problem

Maximize J[ i= f(x)
;

subject to gi{x)sr; (i=1,2,...,m)
and x j:: 0

if the following conditions are satis~ed:
(0) the objective function f(x) is d~fferenuaDle and concave m the
(b) ~ .:

(c) the point x" satisfies the Kuhn-tucker maximum conditions

then .y" gives a global maximum ofF = f(x).

Note that, in this theorem, the constaint qualification is nowhere mentione~.. This!
because we have already assumed, in !condition(c), that the Kuhn-Tucker conditions

In the previous sections, we have intrqduced the Kuhn-Tucker conditions and illustrated
thei: applications as .nec~ssary conditipns in optimization pro.b!ems wjth inequality con-
stramts. Under certain Circumstances, ~he Kuhn-Tucker condItions can also be taken as
sufficient conditions.
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satisfied at x* and; consequently, the question of the constraint qualification is no ..longer
I

an issue. I
As it stands, the above theorem indicates that cq,nditions (a), (b), and ( c) are sufficient to

establish x* to bean optimal solution. Looking atl it differently, however, we may also in-
terpret it to mean that given (a) and (b), then the! Kuhn- Tucker maximum conditions are
sufficient for a maximum. In the preceding sectio" we learned that the Kuhn-Tucker con-
ditions, though not necessary per se, become nect ssary when the constraint qualification
is satisfied. Combining this information with the Isufficiency theorem, we may now state
that if the constraint q~alification i.s.satisfi:dand ill conditions (a) and. (b) are realize~, then
the Kuhn-Tucker maXImum cond1tIons will be nqcessary-and-sltfficlenr for a maX1mum.
This would be the case, for instance, when all the ~onstraints are linear inequalities, which
is sufficient for satisfying the constraint qualifica~ti n.

The maximization problem dealt within the su ciency theorem above is often referred to
~s concave prog~ammin-? T.his name arises ?ecaus 'Kuhn a~~ Tucker adopt the ~ inequality
1nstead of the ::: mequal1ty ill every constramt, so t at cond1tIon.(b) wouldrequ1re the g (x)
functions to be all concave, like thej(x) function.IBut we have modified the formulation i,n
order to convey the idea thatina maximizationpro~lem, a constraint is imposed to "rein in"
(hence, :::) the attempt to ascend to higher points ory the objective function. Though different
in form, the two formulations are equivalent in sub$tance. For brevity, we omit the proof.

As stated above, the sufficiency theorem dealsl only with maximization problems. But
adaptatio? to minimization problems is by no me,ns difficult: Aside!rom the approp~iate
changes m the theorem to reflect the reversal of t~e problem Itself, all we have to do 1StO
interchange the two words concave and convex i~ conditions (a) and (b) and to use the
Kuhn-Tucker minimum conditions in condition (c). (See Exercise 13.4-1.)

The Arrow-Enthoven Sufficiency Theorem:
Quasiconcave Programming
To apply the Kuhn-Tucker sufficiency theorem, c~rtain concavity-convexity specifications
mustbe met. These constitute quite stringent requirpments.ln another sufficiency theorem-
the Arrow-Enthoven sufficiency theoremt-these $pecifications are relaxed to the extent of
re~uiringonl~quasiconcavity and quasiconvexity In the. obj~~tive and const~aint func~i~ns.
With the requ1rements thus weakened, the scope of appl1cabil1ty of the sufficient cond1tIOns
is correspondingly widened. I

In the original formulation of the Arrow-Entho¥en paper, with a maximization problem
and with constraints in the ~ form, the j(x) and ~; (x) functions must uniformly be quasi-
concave in order for the!r the~rem to be appIicable'IThis gives:ise to the na~e quas.ico~cave
progmmming. In our d1Scuss1on here, however, w~ shall agam use the::: mequalltym the
constraints of a maximization problem and the ~ iinequaIityin the minimization problem.

The theorem is as follows:
Given the nonlinear programming problem [

Maximize 7C =.J(x) t;

subject to gi(x):::ri i (i=1,2,...,m)
and x~ 0

'Jj~{,~ tKenneth J. Arrow and Alain C. Enthoven, "Quasi-conca~eProgramming," Econometrica, October,
1961., pp. 779-800.

i
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EXERt

if the following conditions are satisf[ied:

(a) the objective function .f(x) is 4ifferentiable and quasiconcave in the nonnegative
orthant i

(b) each constraint function gi(x) i~ differentiable and quasiconve_\" in the nonnegative
orthant :

(c) the point x* satisfies the Kuhn-tucker maximum conditions
(d) anyone of the following is satisfied:

(d-i) jj(x*) < 0 for at least one variable xi
(d-ii) jj(x*) > 0 for some variable xi that can take on a positive value without

violating the constraints
(d-iii) the n derivatives jj(x*) are not all zero, and the function f(x) is twice

differentiable in the neighborhood of x* [i.e., all. the second-order partial
derivatives of f(-\") exist at x*]

:

(d-i v) the function f(x) is coqcave
!

then x*givesa global maximum ofn = f(x).
Since the proof of this theorem is quite lengthy, we shall omit it here. However, we do

want to call your attention to a few important features of this theorem. For one thing, while
Arrow and Enthoven have succeeded in weakening the concavity-convexity specifications
to their quasi concavity-quasi convexity counterparts, they find it necessary to append a new
requirement, (d). Note, though, that only one of the four alternatives listed under (d) is
required to form a complete set of sufficient conditions. In effect, therefore, the above
theorem contains as many as four different sets of sufficient conditions for a maximum.
In the case of (d-iv), with f(x) con<;ave, it would apear that the Arrow-Enthoven suffi-
ciency theorem becomes identical with the Kuhn-Tucker sufficiency theorem. But this is
not true. Inasmuch as Arrow and Enthoven only require the constraint functions gi (.t) to be
quasiconvex. their sufficient conditions are still weaker.

As stated, the theorem lumps together the conditions (a) through (d) as a set of sufficient
conditions. But it is also possible to interpret it to mean that, when (a), (b), and (d) are sat-
isfied, then the Kuhn-Tucker maximum conditions become sufficient conditions for a max-
imum. Furthermore, if the constraint: qualification is also satisfied, then the Kuhn-Tucker
conditions will become necessary-anp-sufficient for a maximum.

Like the Kuhn-Tucker theorem, the Arrow-Enthoven theorem can be adapted with ease
to the minimization framework. Aside from the obvious changes that are needed to reverse
the direction of optimization, we sin)ply have to interchange the words quasiconcave and
quasiconve., in conditions (a) and (q), replace the Kuhn-Tucker maximum conditions by
the minimum conditions, reverse thd inequalities in (d-i) and (d-ii), and change the word
concave to convex in (d-iv). i

A Constraint-Qualification Test
It was mentioned in Sec. 13.2 that it; all constraint functions are linear, then the constraint
qualification is satisfied. In case the gi (x) functions are nonlinear,
by Arrow and Enthoven may prove useful in determining whether
tion is satisfied:
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4. 

Is the Arrow-Enthoven constr4int qualification satisfied, given that the constraints of a
maximization problem are: r

i
(a) X?+(X2- 5)2 ~ 4 and 5~l +X2< 10
(b) Xl + X2 ~ 8 and -X"X2 ~ !~8 (Note: -Xl X2 is not convex.)

13.5 Maximum-Value Functions and the Envelo e Theoremt
I'
,

A maximum-value function is
1 objective function where the choice variables have been assigned their optimal values. hese optimal values of the choice variables are, in turn,

functions of the exogenous vari, blesandparameters of the problem. Once the optimal val-

ues o! th~ c~oice variables ha ~ be. en substituted into the original objective function., t,he

nmctlon Indirectly becomes a nctlonof the parameters only (through .the parameters m-

fluence on the optimal values of the choiceyariables).Thus the maximum-yaluefunction is

also referred to as the indirect Jpjective fimction.

The Envelope Theorem for Unconstrained Optimization
What is the significance of the 'ndirect objective function? Consider that in any optimiza-
tion problem the direct objecti e function is maximized (or minimized) fora given set of
parameters.. The indirect objec ve function traces out all the maximum values of the ob-
jective function as these para I eters vary. Hence the indirect objective function is an
"envelope" of the set of optimi ed objective functions generated by varying the parameters
of the model.. For most stude ts of economics the first illustration of this notion of an
envelope arises in the compari on of short-run and long-run cost curves. Students aretyp-
ically taught that the long-run erage cost curve is an envelope of all the short-run average
cost curves (what parameter is varying along the envelope in this case?). A formal deriva-
tion of this concept is one oft' exercises we will be doing in this section.

To illustrate, consider the ollowing unconstrained maximization problem with two

choice variables x and y and 0 e parametercf;:

<13.27)u =.f(x, y,(fJ)*aximize
The first-order necessary cond'tion isti .'C(x,y,if»=fy(x,y,if»=0 (13.28)

If second-order conditions are 'met, these two equations implicitly define the solutions

Ix* = x*(if» y* = y*{cfJ) (13.29)

If we substitute these solutioJ into the objective function, we obtain a new function
I

IV(if»= f(x*(if», y*(if», if» (13.30)


